Welcome to the Sprach- und Kulturbörse of the TU Berlin

course offer for the summer semester 2020

Our course offer for the summer semester 2020 is now published.

The registration will take place online between the 11.05. and the 22.05. A Registration Website will be activated for that on the 11.05. Interested participants will be able to register for a placement test and/or for a course on this website. The link to the Registration Website will be published here on the 11.05.

summer semester 2020 update

We are currently in the process of adapting our courses to a digital format. We are also working on an online registration process for our courses; however, logistical problems must first be solved.

More information will be announced on our website as soon as we know the logistics of the registration process and which courses can be offered in a digital format. The website will be regularly updated with the current status.

Given the current situation, the announced course registration period and the start of our courses will most likely take place later than previously announced. We are trying to implement a digital solution as soon as possible.

We hope you are all well!

Best,

Your SKB
immediate measures for skb to prevent the spread of coronavirus

In accordance with the emergency measures decided by the german Senate - Science and Research on 11.03.2020, the SKB will follow instructions to cancel all scheduled events.

For this reason, all current intensive courses of the Sprach- und Kulturbörse will be cancelled until further notice. We are working to find a solution to these circumstances and will inform all affected participants of our courses about future proceedings as soon as possible. We apologize for any inconvenience and ask for your understanding.

18.1.20 | excursion to templin

We're going to Templin on the 18th of January! We will there visit the city centre, the old and almost completely intact city wall as well as the thermal baths. Perfect for the cold month of January! We meet at 8:20h at Hauptbahnhof, Invalidenstrasse entrance.

Price: €26,- including the train journey and the entrance to the thermal baths. Registration: in the SKB office during opening hours.

Contact person: f.rader@campus.tu-berlin.de

Hope to see you there!

mkc on 15.1.20: colonialism in australia
Which stories have helped perpetuate colonial injustice in Australia? Which ones might bear witness to “an epic dialogue that exists beyond colonialism” (Ali Cobby Eckermann)?

SKB member Marc Hiatt was born into a white settler family, one of those occupying Kulin country in Australia’s south-east. He’ll talk about the colonial culture in Australia and a few of the stories it has failed to appreciate.

Job offer in project coordination

The Sprach- und Kulturbörse is looking for a fifth person for its coordination team.

You can find more information about the job offer here: Ausschreibung SKB

We are looking forward to your application!

after the halle murders - two perspectives from the skb

Having witnessed the atrocious antisemitic, racist attacks in Halle on October 9, members of the SKB have published two different statements on the current situation.
German on Wednesdays :)
We supported the TVStud initiative in 2018

Between 2001 and 2018, the wages of student employees in Berlin’s tertiary education system stagnated. Beginning in 2016, they sought negotiations with the institutions and also struck for their demands. In summer 2018 the institutions gave in. The SKB supported the student employees’ initiative.

A related project | The "Learning workshop"

Do you already know the “Lernwerkstatt” (learning workshop)? It is a place in which people learn creatively and self-determined as a group. The project of one of our members is currently seeking “Lernbegleiter*innen”, i.e. people who would like to share their knowledge and abilities with others as volunteers. It is possible to organize a theme evening, offer workshops, regular discussion groups or study groups. The target audience is everyone who wants to learn, no matter what their age.

Currently the Lernwerkstatt is looking for people who would like to offer a cultural evening in which they provide a little insight into their language, culture and country. This series of evenings will take place in July and August on Saturday afternoons.

If you are interested, get in contact with www.die-lernwerkstatt.org.